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UPD arrests suspect for residence hall thefts
Suspect captured
in MFA building
Wednesday
by Marissa Bialecki
and Jake Sherman
Senior Staff Writers
A five-day-long crime wave
in Ivory Tower and New Hall
ended Wednesday afternoon
when the University Police Department apprehended a juvenile
male in the Medical Faculty Associates building on Pennsylvania Avenue.
UPD stepped up its investigation Wednesday afternoon to
catch the alleged thief, who they
identified from residence hall security cameras and eyewitness
accounts. Students reported ten
crimes – nine in Ivory Tower and
one in New Hall – since Sept. 7.
The man is not being named
because he is a juvenile. The sus

pect did not confess to any crime
but was arrested by UPD and
transported to the 2nd district
Metropolitan Police Department
station.
UPD put three investigative
officers and several patrol officers on the case over the last few
days, UPD Chief Dolores Stafford
said. Officers were called to Ivory
Tower Tuesday night after they
had eight suspicious person reports in about as many minutes.
The suspect escaped through an
alarmed stairway, which UPD
later reviewed from security
footage, Stafford said. Stafford
estimated he may have been in
the building for as many as two
hours Tuesday evening.
When the man was apprehended Wednesday, he was sitting at a desk in the MFA building, rifling through its contents,
wearing the “I Love D.C.” shirt
described in an earlier crime
alert.
“My
investigative
team
was focusing on very little else
other than this,” Stafford said in

a phone interview Wednesday
night.
Before the suspect was apprehended, Stafford drafted a special crime alert with the suspect’s
photo and description that was to
be sent out late Wednesday afternoon. When officers told Stafford
they thought they apprehended
the suspect, she quickly rescinded the alert.
It is unclear how he gained
entrance into the two residence
halls’ main entrances but he was
able to enter several rooms that
were likely left unlocked.
“It concerns me because I
constantly see students hold the
door for people they don’t know
are residents of the building,”
Stafford said. “Unfortunately,
parents have done a good job of
raising kids to be polite. We need
to reprogram people that they’re
on an urban campus and it isn’t
the right thing to do to hold the
door for somebody.”
Junior Tom O’Brien’s room
may have been hit the hardest.
Two of his roommates had elec-

tronics, a backpack and clothing stolen. Senior Eric Woodard
returned to his Ivory quad Sept.
7 and found MPD talking to
his roommates. Initially, he did
not believe anything was stolen when he saw his room was
generally intact. But when he
opened a rarely-used backpack,
his iPod and digital camera were
missing.
The alleged thief gained entrance into the 10th-floor Ivory
quad after he told Woodard’s
roommate he was the cousin of a
resident.
Woodard, who said he has
been a victim of theft in the past,
said that he hopes the University
pays for the items.
“I became a very 'live and let
live' person,” Woodard said. “It
would be nice if someone paid
for it but I don’t look for handouts in life.”
The spate of crimes, the second
of its kind in two years, raises issues
of residence hall security, which
See CRIME, p. 9
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University Police Department officers arrest a suspect Wednesday afternoon for his alleged involvement in reidence hall thefts.
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Eric Everhart, a sophomore, is seen here locking up his bike on campus. There has been a recent spike in bike theft near campus.

Bike robberies
up near campus
by Bryan Han
Senior Staff Writer
When senior Corey Brekher
returned home Saturday evening
from Fall Fest, what he found –
or rather, what he did not find –
enraged him.
Brekher and his roommate
Steve Perkins, who graduated
from GW last year, saw that
someone had stolen three of the
four bicycles in their garage, including Brekher’s mountain bike
and Perkins’ racing bike.
“I was pretty infuriated,”
Brekher said. “I felt like I had just
been assaulted, actually, because
it wasn’t just a physical possession. They had temporarily taken
away a choice for me: whether I

would drive or bike.”
The theft of Brekher’s bicycle, although relatively far from
campus in the Eckington neighborhood of Northeast D.C., represents a larger issue: a spike in
bike thievery in the Foggy Bottom area this fall. Six bicycles
were reported stolen to the University Police Department during
the first week of classes, according to a UPD crime advisory.
UPD Chief Dolores Stafford
said bikes are stolen for “various
reasons, because bikes are easy
targets, easy to sell for money
(and are) often secured inadequately to prevent theft.”
She added that more bicycles
See BIKES, p. 6

Seller bilked
Univ. yearbook
by Ashley Roberts
Hatchet Staff Writer
The former salesman of GW’s
yearbook pleaded guilty to mail
fraud after bilking several organizations – including GW – out
of hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Joseph Wenzl, who worked
for the Dallas-based company
Taylor Publishing, was indicted
in May 2006 on 15 counts, according to papers filed in a Maryland
District Court several weeks ago.
Wenzl was the regional sales reprehensive for GW from 1998 until
2002. He served schools mostly
in the Maryland and D.C. areas.
Each count represented a different school’s case, and Wenzl
pleaded guilty to his dealings
with the Naval Academy, said
Joseph Schissler, the U.S. Postal

Inspector assigned to the case.
The other counts were dropped
as part of a plea deal. Wenzel
profited more than $400,000,
Schissler wrote in an e-mail.
Other schools involved in the
case include Howard University
and various Virginia and D.C.
high schools.
Wenzl negotiated a discounted price with Taylor Publishing
and then charged his clients a
higher price – citing market pressures – according to a Maryland
U.S. Attorney’s office news release. Neither the publisher nor
the schools were aware of the
discrepancies, the release states.
Deborah Snelgrove, senior
executive director and chief creative officer for Student Academic Support Services and faculty
See YEARBOOK p. 6
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A member of GW's Naval Reserve Officer Training Core marches through University Yard as part of a vigil commemorating the sixth anniversary of Sept 11. For
more photos and complete coverage, see page 10.

The bench in front of Schenley Hall may
be vacant of its most famous resident, but Old
Man Schenley’s room is now occupied by two
GW sophomores.
Eddie Bieber, known to many students as
Old Man Schenley, passed away this summer
and, in less than three months, the University
quickly renovated his room and assigned to it
two new residents.
“We still didn’t believe we were living
in (Bieber’s) room,” Jamie Ramacciotti said.
“We looked his address up on White Pages
because we wouldn’t believe anybody until
we found out for ourselves.”
The two students were not notified they
would be moving into Bieber’s room, said
Nancy Haaga, the managing director of Campus Support Services. When Ramacciotti and
Lindsay Schutter arrived at their fall housing
assignment, their room had no furniture, internet or cable hookups. Although the University renovated the kitchen and cleaned
and painted the room, Ramacciotti and Schutter were still stunned to be living in Bieber’s
old apartment.
“People keep asking me where I am living
this year,” Ramacciotti said. “And instead of
just saying ‘Schenley,’ I say Old Man Schenley’s room … I think it’s so cool.”
Bieber was well-known throughout campus, put a handful of original residents still
also live in GW residence halls including 2109
F Street, The Aston and The West End. When
GW acquired apartment buildings occupied
by permanent residents, the University took
over responsibility as their landlord, Haaga
said.
“(GW) is faithful in fulfilling those responsibilities,” Haaga said. “These include its
See SCHENLEY, p. 8
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SA refocuses on advocacy
Capp and Kroeger stay away from costly intiatives
by Andrew Springer
Hatchet Staff Writer
Omar Woodard had several
small initiatives. Audai Shakour had Colonial Coach. Lamar
Thorpe had condoms.
Former SA Presidents focused on supporting costly intiatives to accomplish their goals,
but today's SA executives emphasize lobbying and advocating on behalf of students.
SA President Nicole Capp,
along with Executive Vice President Brand Kroeger, successfully
lobbied for the return of the GW
Reads program, the Colonial Invasion pep rally and, most notably, the addition of Safeway to
the GWorld Colonial Cash program.

“It’s been advocacy every
step of the way,” said Capp, a junior. “It will continue to be advocacy all throughout the year.”
The SA has the power to pass
nonbinding resolutions and use
meetings with administrators to
lobby on behalf of students and
help meet students’ demands.
But the University does not
have to comply with the SA’s
demands. This has led to the organization’s branding as a “donothing” body.
Robert Chernak, senior vice
president for Student and Academic Support Services, said
advocacy should not be the only
role of the SA.
“I think a more accurate term
See ADVOCACY, p. 8
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SA President Nicole Capp (left) and SA Executive Vice President Brand Kroeger (right) want to advocate for students.
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The Inequality of Abortion
Jackie Malone, vice-president
of the Pro-Life Alliance of Gays
and Lesbians (PLAGAL), will
give a speech on the inequality
of abortion and the importance
of the pro-life cause.
8 to 9:30 p.m.
Marvin Center room 307
Sponsored by Colonials for
Life

FRIDAY
What Happy People Know
Dan Baker, author of the
bestselling book, “What Happy
People Know: How the New
Science of Happiness Can
Change Your Life for the Better” will talk about how to live
positively and apply the science of happiness to your life.
11 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Marvin Center Grand Ballroom
Sponsored by the Counseling
Center

SUNDAY
HisPanic Attack: “Comedy with
Latin Flavor”
Join the comedy group HisPanic Attack for the first event
of the Latino Heritage Celebration.
5:30 to 8 p.m.
Marvin Center Betts Theater
Sponsored by the Salsation
Theater Company

MONDAY
Former CIA Deputy Executive
Director Martin Petersen
Longtime CIA official Martin
Petersen will discuss the art of
intelligence and how one can
make a career in the intelligence community.
7 to 8 p.m.
1957 E St. Room 113
Sponsored by Kappa Sigma
fraternity and the International
Affairs Society

GREEKBRIEF
GW to officially approve a
fraternity's return to campus
The Sigma Chi fraternity will become a University-recognized chapter at
its initiation ceremony this
weekend.
The Epsilon chapter
has been working to be
reinstated since February
2006, when the University
approved the fraternity’s
return to campus. During
the ceremony on Sept. 16 at
the Grand Hyatt at Metro
Center, the chapter ’s members will receive its official
charter from Robert Jones,
Sigma Chi’s grand consul.
“The men of Sigma Chi
have worked hard over the
past 18 months to develop
a strong chapter that will
continue to benefit the GW
campus and Greek community,” said Dean Harwood,
director of Greek Life and
assistant director of the
Student Activities Center.
Senior
Justin
Levy,
president of the GW chapter, said the members had
to submit more than 150
pages of material describing their activities and
policies to the Sigma Chi
fraternity’s national headquarters, as part of their
reinstatement.
Being installed as a
chapter will allow the
members to “experience
(the) Sigma Chi ritual,”
as well as to “participate
in Sigma Chi leadership
workshops
development
throughout the year,” Levy
said. Additionally, members of the fraternity can
now wear their Greek letters on campus.
For the week prior to
the official installation, the
members participated in a
“period of quiet introspection and education,” said
David Asselin, the grand
praetor of the alumni advisory board for the chapter.
300
Approximately
guests, including members of the Inter-Fraternity
Council and Panhellenic
Association, Sigma Chi
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alumni and various GW
administrators will attend
the initiation ceremony and
celebration.
The chapter was originally chartered at GW in
1864, and was re-chartered
in 1892, 1973 and now in
2007, according to the GW
Greek life Web site. The
fraternity lost its recognition from the University in
2000, after it had been put
on probation in 1998 for
hosting a party at Colonial
Inauguration and was later
cited for hazing violations.
–Marissa Bialecki

HIGH 83 | LOW 66

SNAPSHOT Flags of the Fallen

SANOTE
Fowler declines comment on
resignation from the SA
Student
Association
Sen. Richard Fowler (U-At
Large) rushed out of Post
Hall Monday night, refusing to answer questions
about rumors of his resignation and stagnated
meetings.
The Finance Committee held its first meeting
Monday night, only hours
before the SA assembled
at the Mount Vernon Campus. Over the summer,
the committee held a teleconference, in which they
elected SA Sen. Matt Cohen (SoB-U) vice chairman.
The election was nullified
and Cohen was re-elected
Monday night. Other committees met throughout
the summer.
“It’s all going to be al
right,” Fowler said with a
smile as he exited the Academic Building on Mount
Vernon Monday. Fowler
declined to ask questions
about his resignation and
why his committee only
met once since the election. He was accompanied
by another student, who
pushed this reporter away
from the senator.
This
summer,
The
Hatchet reported on allegations of sexual abuse
and lewd conduct involving Fowler and former SA
President Lamar Thorpe.

Alex Ellis/assistant photo editor

Hundreds of American flags on University Yard Tuesday commemorating the attacks on Sept. 11.
This year was the sixth anniversary of the attacks.

Within the next month, the
SA will check each senator ’s disciplinary record.
Students on disciplinary
probation will not be able
to serve in the SA. Fowler
was one of several SA senators that did not submit
an eligibility form.
“Richard’s business is
his business,” Cohen said
after the meeting. Cohen
declined to comment on
rumors that Fowler will
abdicate his chairmanship
and said the committee is
doing its job.
–Jake Sherman

Corrections
In "Scholarship for
sale: Student note-takers available for hire"
(Sept. 10, p. A1), The
Hatchet misidentified
Russell Falkenstein as
Russell Volkenstein.

Check it out
part 3 of our Knapp interview video
@ www.GWHATCHET.com
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Org. tries to help homeless
Money will go to
program
awareness
by Andrew Ramonas
Campus News Editor
The Student Association approved the allocation of $6,000
for T-shirts, buttons, banners and
other material to promote a local
homelessness campaign after a legislative battle that lasted more than
an hour at the body’s first meeting
Monday night at the Mount Vernon Campus.
GW FEED an organization
chaired by SA Sen. O.G. Oyiborhoro (CCAS-U), had at least 60
supporters that flooded Post Hall
adter the junior initially requested
$15,000 – none of which will go toward food for the District’s homeless.
“We set a precedent which has
never been done before,” said Oyiborhoro, who chairs the SA student
life committee. “It is not my campaign. It is sponsored by the SA.”
Despite receiving the Senate’s
endorsement, not all the SA senators
were content with the body’s decision.
SA Sens. Matt Cohen (SoB-U)
and Nathan Brill (SoB-U) supported the idea of GW FEED, but were
unhappy that the bill did not follow the normal committee referral
process. A two-thirds vote brought
the bill to the Senate floor without
review by the finance committee.
“I think GW FEED is a phenomenal cause that should be
funded,” said Cohen, vice chair
of the finance committee. “However, I think as it stands today, the
money should come out of the finance committee. I think it is a lot
of money for the student life committee to use at its discretion. That
is why there are controls and a finance committee.”
Oyiborhoro insisted the reason the bill did not follow normal
legislative procedure was because
the student life committee did not
receive the funds Oyiborhoro said
funds were allocated last year to
the student life committee by former SA President Lamar Thorpe
and the SA needed to act since GW
FEED begins this Tuesday.
“I was forced to create a lastminute bill,” Oyiborhoro said. “I introduced this bill so we could pay.”
Cohen did not sympathize
with Oyiborhoro.
“I think that is sweet as sugar,”
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Student Association Sen. O.G. Oyiborohoro (CCAS-U), seen
above at Monday's SA meeting, shares the GW FEED initiative.
said Cohen, a senior, during the
meeting. “But the process is being railroaded. Just because he is a
senator doesn’t mean he (should)
get $6,000.”
The money for GW FEED will
not be used to purchase food for
area homeless. The $6,000 will be
used to inform students about the
initiative, Oyiborhoro said.
The SA has been working to
reduce its expenses and save more
money for student organizations. The
Hatchet reported last week that the
SA executive budget had been cut by
more than $20,000 – all of which will
go to student organizations. Kroeger
said he has only $1,000 in his budget
for the entire school year.
During SA budget allocations
last year, only two student organizations received more than $6,000
from the SA with most receiving
much less.
“(It) is a lot of money when
most of the student organizations
are getting between $200 and
$500,” Brill said. “It is a large chunk

of change.”
SA Sen. Richard Fowler (U-At
Large) said initiatives such as GW
FEED need to be funded to reverse
the image of the “do nothing” SA.
“It is time for that to change,”
Fowler said. “The (money) goes to
help senators to serve.”
Fowler, a junior who chairs
the finance committee, said GW
FEED has the support of the University’s top administrators and
student organizations.
“(The students) are happy
their student government is doing
something pertinent to the Foggy
Bottom community and to the
campus,” Oyiborhoro said.
GW FEED will have its first
meeting Tuesday at the Starbucks
located inside the Gelman Library.
Starbucks will donate some of the
money from purchases made that
day to the program, Oyiborhoro
said, adding that the program will
participate in various homelessness initiatives in the Foggy Bottom area throughout the year. 
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“

nately, parents have done a good job of raising kids to be
polite. We need to reprogram people that they’re on an urban campus and it isn’t the right thing to do to hold the door for somebody.”

Lizzie Wozobski – Opinions Editor (ewozobski@gwhatchet.com)
Diana Kugel – Contributing Opinions Editor (dkugel@gwhatchet.com)

GW FEED must adhere
to fundraising procedures
The recent Student Association decision to allocate $6,000 to the GW FEED
initiative is cause for concern as it both
circumvented the prescribed SA procedure for granting funds and is utilizing
those funds for less-than appropriate endeavors. While it is commendable that the
SA is working to get involved with larger
Foggy Bottom social issues, this could be
the beginning of a very slippery slope.
Normal SA procedure calls for the approval of the finance committee. When
the SA was first approached in this case
for $15,000, the
request was denied.
Instead
$6,000
was
A closer look at the granted to the
plans for the funds project but in
reveals that $6,000 a way that has
will go toward T-shirts, many worried
buttons, banners and that it is a danprecother material to pro- gerous
edent. Chair of
mote a local home- GW FEED Sen.
lessness campaign.
O.G.
Oyiborhoro (CCAS-U)
even told The
Hatchet, “We set a precedent which has
never been done before.”
Just as this page pointed out in the
case of the West End Library controversy,
regulations are in place to ensure a fair
process. In this instance, many SA senators support the endeavor but question
its legitimacy of the method in which the
funding was accomplished. Although this
vote had timing contraints, that does not
mean the entirety of the SA should be
compromised. It is hard to think of the
SA as a respectable governing body of
student funds if this is their way of going
about official business.
The meaning behind the initiative is
commendable, but a closer look at the
plans for the funds reveals that $6,000 will
go toward T-shirts, buttons, banners and
other material to promote a local homelessness campaign. Raising awareness of
a daunting social issue is a key aspect to
any campaign, but the entirety of these
funds will be going to things for students
rather than food and blankets, for example, for the homeless people of Foggy Bottom. GW students should be willing and
able to help the homeless without a new
T-shirt proclaiming such a good deed.
While it is encouraging that the SA
wants to be involved with combating an
overwhelming social problem and attempting to get GW students involved
with such a project, the methods in practice for funding allotments must be abided by and serious focus placed on the end
product of such an investment.

Focus on dorm safety
must be renewed
The recent string of robberies in GW
dorms has been a frightening reminder of
the importance of dorm safety and being an
alert resident of Foggy Bottom and D.C. as
a whole.
Communication from the University
Police Department through e-mail alerts to
the GW community were informative and
helped keep residents aware of the latest situations both in public areas and the dorms.
This page applauds the initiative of UPD to
communicate with concerned members of
the community with substantial information that not only helped in an investigation
but also aided in keeping students safe. It is
also important to applaud the efforts of UPD,
who banded together over a five-day period
to apprehend a suspect that rolled through
two buildings, racking up ten robberies.
Yet GW students, not just in the targeted
Ivory Tower, must remember to be responsible on their own on a consistent basis. Many
Ivory residents fail to lock their doors while
others did not alert UPD after strangers attempted to enter their rooms – simple actions
that could have helped prevent problems.
While people should not be leery of dorm
life, they must take common-sense steps to
protect themselves and their belongings.
The fact that the suspect chose to return
to a single dorm numerous times is telling
that the current measures in place are not
enough. UPD should take this time to communicate with students about how they can
protect themselves on a daily basis and perhaps re-evaluate current housing safety procedures and how officers patrol dorms. Until
then, students must be more aware of their
surroundings and implement measures that
will keep them safe.
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– University Police Department Chief
Dolores Stafford on residence hall safety

Take a closer look at CI

editorial

The GW

QUOTABLE

Is it time for a change?
As the dust settles on another summer, the
memories of carefree times and lounging poolside
are fading away as classes and internships take their
toll. For freshmen other memories are also receding:
the whirlwind two-and-a-half
days of Colonial Inauguration
LIZZIE
has been replaced with the start
of a true GW college career.
WOZOBSKI
Indeed, this introduction to college-on-speed that some would
OPINIONS
say is the biggest and showiest
EDITOR
in all of America often times
loses sight that it is, after all, just
an orientation.
Some people have the best days of their life at CI
and others the worst but a majority just somewhere
in between. A number of students complain about
footing the bill for countless pairs of J. Crew khaki
shorts while others dedicate their entire summers to
welcoming the next class of Colonials and singing
the fight song more often an hour than most of us
will in a lifetime. But it’s not just about that. It’s not
about loving or hating CI (that’s numerous columns
in itself). It’s about having a logical discussion about
such a massive endeavor in terms of costs, efficiency
and effectiveness. We, as a GW community, need to
have a serious conversation and address the question: Is CI the best investment for GW right now?
Let’s use this important juncture of change at
GW to have an open debate among students, faculty
and administrators. CI is on its way to becoming a

great GW ritual, but that doesn’t mean that adjustments are off limits. As our U.S. News and World
Report rankings slide and tuition rises, GW should
be concerned with academic prestige rather than ice
cream socials and free beach towels.
Now for me, the promise of a laser light show
didn’t tip any scales when making my college decision. This famed example of both GW creativity and
excess, which carries a hefty price tag, didn’t help
me choose the right classes or organize a sensible
schedule for my first semester. While it is a treat, it
isn’t necessarily a functional addition to the barrage
of thoughts entering a new freshman’s mind.
The fact is people attending CI are already
accepted and ready to be active members of the
GW community. CI doesn’t need to be, and frankly
shouldn’t be, an admissions ploy. Orientations don’t
factor into college ranking systems and hundreds
of top schools across the country rely on a more
traditional approach without half of their students
transferring due to a lack of excessive spirit during orientation. A “typical” college orientation may
not have the glitz and glamour of CI but can offer
other appreciated perks like allowing freshmen to
move into their own rooms perhaps a week early or
eliminating additional long and costly trips for both
students and parents. The bottom line is that it still
gets the job done.
While CI creates many lasting positive memories
for people (read: experiences that prompt alums and
parents to donate those additional dollars), it fails to

matter if your academic program gets axed or downsized during your GW career. Of course a university
budget is an intricate matter, but there has to be a
trade off somewhere as there’s only so much money
to go around. Perhaps one of your favorite professors
will choose to move on to a university able to offer
a full-time position or your best friend may transfer
because they cannot reconcile the value of a GW
education for its cost. Last spring the University even
decided to move $2 million from merit-based aid to
need-based aid. Something has to give.
Would altering the current CI plan resonate elsewhere? To know, we have to ask and call for informative answers from the administration. Organizers
should call for student and parent feedback long
after their completion after CI, not just at the end of
their sleepless experience of living in Thurston Hall.
As a senior, I would like to know my diploma will
connote academic achievement instead of thinking
my tuition payments went to horse-drawn carriage
rides around Foggy Bottom.
Any orientation experience is an important first
step in a college career but it is not the be-all endall. Freshmen still have four years to come to love
GW (and experience EMeRG) and CI helps many
begin that journey with a bang. Yet such a costly
and sizeable endeavor must be actively debated as
a contribution to an academic institution to keep it
applicable and meaningful.
–The writer, a senior majoring in English, is The
Hatchet opinions editor.

The next step for Knapp
It's time for the new president to define his policy to students
Someone’s been working hard on
University President Steven Knapp’s
public image.
The past two weeks of coverage in
The Hatchet, Foggy Bottom Current
and The Washington Post have been
filled with photoops of the former
SEAN
Johns Hopkins
University proREDDING
vost
helping
with move-in,
reaching out to
GW neighbors
and checking out his soon-to-be home,
just across the street from Thurston.
So we know what Knapp and
his staff want us to think: he’s willing to listen to students, he’s looking
to improve relations with the Foggy
Bottom community and he wants to
really become a part of GW campus
life.
But none of this means much yet.
What’s key for the new president
now is making his first few months
about more than just image. If listening
is the first step, the second and third
have to be deciding what his priorities
are and letting the GW community
know about them. To do this, he has to
make sure his listening tour is not just
good public relations – it has to be the
start of good policy. The GW student
body is the heart of the school, and it’s

essential that Knapp takes their wishes
into account.
Following in the footsteps of a president who, at least towards the end of
his 19-year reign, seemed to ignore the
student body until the last possible second (case in point: the Commencement
speaker fiasco), Knapp has an even
greater responsibility to pay close
attention to student voices. This could
manifest itself in something as simple
as working with Green GW to create a more environmentally friendly
campus, working with the Student
Association to increase wireless capability on the Foggy Bottom campus
or working with student leaders to
modify the freshman and sophomore
mandatory J Street dining plan so that
it fits better with student life. True,
these are all only small steps, but even
a small accomplishment would let GW
students know that this president is
about action and results.
We all have our ideas about what
policies Knapp should pursue. As a
member of GW STAND, I’d like to see
him help GW become a more socially
conscious institution by divesting our
tuition dollars from companies that
help fund the genocidal regime in
Sudan. Every group and individual
on campus wants to see something
specific come out of this change at the
top, but, at least for the moment, it’s

most important that Knapp clearly lays
out his policy priorities for the year, no
matter what they are.
Knapp has a somewhat surprising
model for this in the SA. The SA has
not been a model for productivity and
efficiency in recent years, but it looks
like this is changing. SA President
Nicole Capp and EVP Brand Kroeger
have done what the new administration needs to: clearly state the goals for
the year and let the GW community
hold them accountable.
The next few months could change
the way the entire student body views
the presidency, and Knapp needs to
jump at this chance. In the past, the presidency has been something to attack, not
something to celebrate. Knapp should
continue to make himself seen on campus, a welcome contrast from former
President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg
who often seemed to be holed up in
Rice Hall. Students will embrace a more
hands-on presidency. GW students are
always quick to criticize, but with this
chance for a fresh start they may also be
willing to work peaceably with Knapp’s
administration.
So far, the president’s attitude is
promising. I honestly doubt his listening tour is just about image. He seems
to be truly engaged in taking positive
steps for students, staff and neighbors.
Helping with move-in and moving to

Foggy Bottom himself, though symbolic gestures in a sense, do represent
a change that GW needs.
Knapp is already moving forward
with the faculty. In a speech to the
faculty Monday, Knapp laid out his
“themes” for the year, which include
the relationship between GW and the
District, the increase of GW’s impact as
a research university and the strengthening of alumni support. All worthwhile themes, but the speech was
clearly aimed at faculty. Knapp must
be just as clear about his aims with the
student body.
Students need to start pulling their
weight as well. The Hatchet reported Monday that about 40 students
attended a meeting on the dining
changes last week, part of the SA’s
GW Informed initiative. Those who
attended the meeting were able to
address a panel that included representatives from Sodexho and Campus
Support Services. Forty is a good start,
but it’s not enough. Higher attendance
at meetings like this is necessary to
let Knapp know that we want a fresh
start too.
The more willing we are to talk,
the more likely Knapp’s listening tour
will begin to shape his policies around
student interests.
–The writer is a sophomore majoring
in history and political science.

letters to the editor
Questioning war doesn’t mean questioning
troops
I read Frank Broomell's opinion piece (Sept.
9, pg. 4) with some confusion. Retain respect for
the troops? I didn't even think there was an issue
in this department. The American public at large
has been incredibly supportive of our soldiers
in Iraq even as support for the increasingly
desperate situation they were thrust into declines
steadily.
Who are these people who don't support
our troops? I've never even met one! I can't
think of a single liberal I've ever met who didn't
completely support and who didn't have the
greatest sympathy for the men and women of the
U.S. military in Iraq. The question then becomes,
why are we always reminded so incessantly
to support the troops if so many of us already
do so? Even Mr. Broomell asserts that "GW's
students, along with most college students across
the country, have been vigilant thus far about
separating" the soldiers from the politicians who
created the mess in Iraq.
In my opinion, "support the troops" has been
hijacked as a slogan by those who really want us
to "support President Bush's war in Iraq." Just
because I don't slap a yellow ribbon on the back
of my Hummer doesn't mean I don't support the
troops, just as when I assert that I am not a "prolifer" it doesn't automatically make me "prodeath."
Throughout the war, support our men and
women in uniform but who do not agree with
the war. With General Petraeus testifying before
Congress, I think people should not have to hear
about how they should remember to support the
troops. The vast majority of Americans already do.
Instead, I think people should start considering
how best to salvage the situation in Iraq, even if

that means supporting a withdrawal from Iraq,
without fear of being labeled unpatriotic for not
supporting the troops.
Patrick Burgwinkle
Sophomore
Supporting troops admist politics
I was unaware that there was an epidemic of
students slandering U.S. servicemen and women
on campus. If there is, by all means then the
offending students should be shouted down from
all corners of campus - and loudly. But in my
three years on this campus, the only reference to
the troops that I have ever seen has been on the
GW College Republican's recruitment banner.
These days, "Support our troops" has become less
a statement in charity than a political invective
hurled by pro-war types towards anyone who
even dares suggest that perhaps the mission in
Iraq isn't on the right track.
Is Mr. Broomell (Sept. 9, p. 4) suggesting that
there are simply too many Democrats on one of
the most liberal campuses in the nation? Should
we all rush and join the College Republicans? Of
course I exaggerate. By all means send a soldier
a care package and thank your fellow students
in the ROTC program: yet in today's hyperpolicitized climate, The Hatchet should be aware
next time it publishes an editorial out of the blue
with such a politically charged slogan attached.
Jake Melville
Senior
9/11 memorial should be free of politics
Every year the GW community gathers on
Sept. 11 to mourn the unbearable loss that we
suffered on that date six years ago.
Many students and community members
noticed that this year's memorial seemed to be
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congested with conservative political student
organizations openly recruiting during the
ceremony.
year's
As GW Democrats booked this y
9/11 memorial – and is thus responsible for all
activities that took place during the ceremony
– we apologize for the overt political messages
espoused by the various conservative student
organizations in University Yard.
In cooperation with the Student Association's
and University
y Events' wishes, we opened the
9/11 memorial ceremony to include conservative
student organizations. With their assurances,
we believed there would be no display of
partisanship by any of the student organizations
participating in the Sept. 11 memorial.
We sincerely regret and apologize that
this year's memorial was transformed into a
recruiting event for conservative organizations
like Students Defending Democracy and the
Young America's Foundation.
Our personal views are that it is shameful
and callous to try to recruit prospective members
from a mourning audience.
In the planning stages, the executive board
of GW Democrats acted responsibly and made
every attempt to prevent the Sept. 11 memorial
from being turned into a political spectacle.
We promise GW and the community that
while we will work to include a variety of student
organizations in future community-wide events,
we will work with renewed effort to prevent
inappropriate partisanship – from Democrats
or conservatives – from marring other peaceful
gatherings intended to champion our unity as
students and Americans in times of grief and
remembrance.
Todd J. Jasper
President, GW Democrats
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Got Opinions? About something on campus? Write a letter to the editor! Send it to letters@gwhatchet.com
Do you have an opinion on something you just read?

Deadlines for submissions are Friday
5 p.m. for Monday issues and Tuesday
5 p.m. for Thursday issues. They
must include the author’s name, title,
year in school and telephone number.
The GW Hatchet does not guarantee
publication of any submissions and
reserves the right to edit all submissions for space, grammar and clarity.
Electronic submissions are preferred.
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Washington, DC 20052
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Running to save a life
Sophomore to
run marathon
for brother

The George Washington University
Office of Undergraduate
Admissions
Why work here?
¾ Flexible Hours
¾ Convenient Location – Rice Hall, 2nd Floor
¾ Student-Friendly Atmosphere
What will you be doing?
¾ Data Entry – Processing prospective student
information
¾ Mail Processing
¾ Filing applications (electronically)
¾ General Office Support
¾ Answering phone calls from prospective students
¾ Greeting visitors

by Geoff Cain
Hatchet Reporter
Sophomore David Fowler
enjoyed swimming, skiing
and playing Scrabble with
his younger brother, but during their childhood, Fowler ’s
brother began to develop communication problems and extreme forgetfulness.
His brother ’s condition
worsened and he was soon
diagnosed with Cornelia de
Lange Syndrome, a potentially
serious genetic disorder that
causes physical and intellectual abnormalities in one in
every 10,000 newborns.
Realizing the gravity of
his brother ’s situation, Fowler
swore to join the battle against
the syndrome. On Oct. 7 he
will run the LaSalle Bank Chicago Marathon and raise money for research of the disease
through his participation.
Last spring, Fowler met
marathon runner Frank Mairano last at the Cornelia de Lange
Syndrome Foundation’s board
meeting in D.C. and he figured
out his path toward action.
“I wasn’t originally planning on running the marathon,” Fowler said. “Frank
offered me the opportunity
when I met him last March, but
it wasn’t until June, when my
brother was hospitalized, that
I decided to run.”
Mairano, whose daughter
recently passed away from
CdLS complications, soon introduced Fowler to team captain Beth Smisloff.
“We feel fortunate to have
David jjoin us this year
y
and
hope
p that he can help
p the team
spread
p
awareness of the syny
drome,” Smisloff said. “The
money
y raised will help
p the
foundation improve the lives
of individuals by
y p
providing
g
help
p to those caring
g for them.”
Although
g
Fowler capp
tained his high school crosscountry team and is a seasoned
crew rower, he has never run
a marathon before. Mairano
was particularly impressed
with his previous success at
crew and, likewise, requested
that he join the group. None-
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*WORK STUDY STUDENTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO
APPLY!!!
If you have any questions, or for
an application, please contact
Katelyn Rosa at krosa@gwu.edu

Please return your completed
application & sign-up for an
interview at:
201 Rice Hall, Second Floor
2121 I Street, NW

ARE YOU UP TO THE
AMERICORPS CHALLENGE?
HEADS UP IS SEEKING
GEORGE WASHINGTON STUDENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Co-lead your own class of students
Apply your FWS or earn up to $1500 living stipend
$1,000 educational award to use for tuition or loans
Leadership skills and teaching experience
Immerse yourself in an urban school system
Mentor youth and bond with children
Dedicate 300 hours to service

SERVE-LEARN-LEAD
Alex Ellis/assistant photo editor

David Fowler, seen here training for the LaSalle Bank Chicago
Marathon, is running to raise money in honor of his brother who
has Cornelia de Lange Syndrome.
theless, the 26.2-mile run
is a daunting challenge,
Fowler said, but the money seems like it is going to
pour in.

“Personally, my goal is
to raise $2,000,” Fowler said.
“But the entire team is raising
See MARATHON, p. 9

Join Today
Application deadline is September 14, 2007; apply online:
http://www.headsup-dc.org/involved/AmeriCorps.html
For more info contact: recruitment@headsup-dc.org
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CRIMELOG
Drug Law Violation
9/9/07 - Thurston Hall 3:13 a.m. – case closed
University Police Department
officers responded to a complaint about a suspicious odor.
When officers arrived, they
found four males – all residents
of the room – and one female.
UPD confirmed the smell was
marijuana. The community director was contacted, who
then performed an administrative search of the room and 5.8
grams of marijuana was confiscated along with drug paraphernalia and alcohol.
Referred to Student Judicial
Services
Liquor Law Violation
9/7/07 - West End - 12:45
a.m. - case closed
UPD officers on patrol observed five individuals in a
room playing beer pong. The

four females and one male
were all underage. They were
assessed to determine their
levels of intoxication. One female was transported to the
emergency room for further
medical attention.
Referred to SJS

The eight students were assessed. None of the individuals needed medical attention.
Alcohol was disposed of on
the scene.
Referred to SJS

9/8/07 - 2200 block of H
Street - 1:40 a.m. - case
closed
UPD officers observed a female student vomiting into a
trash can. Officers stopped to
assess the underage female’s
medical condition and she
was then transported to GW’s
emergency room for treatment.
Referred to SJS

9/7/07 - JBKO - 7:15 p.m. closed
UPD received a call from a female student who said she saw
a suspicious individual in her
residence hall. The female was
in her room with the door open
when a male individual entered.
He asked for a strawberry that
was sitting on the table. When
the complainant refused, the
individual left the room. The female reported that the individual continued pacing the floor in
the hallway, and when he came
back to her room she closed
the door. She noted the male
appeared to be intoxicated.
No identifiable suspect

9/9/07 - International
House - 12:11 a.m. - case
closed
UPD responded to a noise
complaint and entered the
room. They discovered five
male and three female students drinking, all underage.

Unlawful Entry

www.gwhatchet.com

–compiled by Amy D'Onofrio

News

BIKES
from p.1
are stolen in the months of
April, May, September and
October. In 2006 there were 94
bike thefts compared to 32 this
year to date, she said.
The crime advisory emailed to the GW community
instructed bike owners to secure their bike with at least
two locks, make sure removable parts are secure, not leave
a bike on a rack for long periods of time and register their
bikes with UPD and the Metropolitan Police Department.
Neil Conway, owner of District Hardware-The Bike Shop,
said bike theft is a problem at
many colleges in D.C.
“One of the trouble spots
we’ve noticed is the campus,”
Conway said. “There’s a lot of
bike thefts on campus, and it’s
not just GW. It’s also Georgetown and other schools.”
Conway said his store has
sold a lot of replacement bikes
to customers who have had
their bikes stolen. It is important to lock up your bike no
matter how old it is, he said.
“All bikes get stolen whatever they look like. If you have
one that looks like a piece of
junk they will still steal the
bike or steal the parts from it,”
Conway said.
Speedy Thomas, the general manager of Revolution

YEARBOOK
from p. 1
adviser of the Cherry Tree,
said GW fully cooperated in
the investigation. She added
no one in the GW community
was subpoenaed.
“GW and the Cherry Tree
Yearbook continue to publish
the yearbook with Taylor Publishing, which has good standing
as a cost-competitive industry
leader in yearbook publishing,”
Snelgrove wrote in an e-mail.
She added there was “no
reason to suspect (wrongdo-

Cycles, said he agrees that registering bicycles and obtaining
good locks is important.
“In D.C., registering your
bike is one of the things (you
can do), as well as locking it
where it’s more visible. Then
also use U-locks,” said Thomas, who has been managing bicycle stores in the area for more
than seven years. “The cable
locks that a lot of people sell
are good for quick-lock times,
five to ten minutes or so, but
for longer times the U-lock is a
much better locking system.”
Thomas said bicycle theft
is probably increasing because
of Web sites which allow for a
quick profit – such as Craig’s
List and eBay.
Brekher, whose bike was
stolen Saturday, said he regrets
not registering his bicycle.
“Unfortunately
ours
weren’t registered which we
should have done, but I would
recommend anyone else go to
the police and register their
bikes so if it is stolen there’s
a greater chance of getting it
back,” he said.
Bicycles are required to be
registered in the District, according to D.C.’s bicycle regulations. UPD offers free UPD
or $2 MPD registrations at its
headquarters.
Stafford said registration
is particularly important if the
police recover a stolen bicycle.
“We don't recover stolen
bikes too often, but we’ll attempt to determine who the

owner is and if we are unable
to, we eventually donate them
to charity,” Stafford said. “That
underscores the importance of
reporting a bike as stolen if that
happens and properly registering a bike. If those things are
done, it dramatically increases
the chances that a recovered
bike will be returned to its
rightful owner.”
J.J. Silverstein, a sophomore, said his bike was stolen
outside of Potomac House last
spring. Unlike other students,
he used the Internet to reclaim
his property.
“I put out a flier on Craigslist that said 'stolen bike,' and
someone contacted me back
and said they had seen that
specific bike in Georgetown,”
Silverstein said.
He immediately went
where the man had indicated
and found his bike locked to
a parking meter. While Silverstein attempted to break
the lock with several friends,
a man walked over and said
he was the owner of the bike
– he had recently bought it
from a man at a Starbucks.
“So I said ‘Can you tell me
who (sold you the bike)?’” Silverstein said.
To which man responded:
“You know I really don’t remember, but I think it’s fair
(that) you should have it
back.” 
–Eric Roper contributed
to this report.

ing) because Taylor ’s printing
costs were always competitive
to industry standards.”
Taylor Publishing conducted
an internal investigation and referred the case to the Maryland
U.S. Attorney’s Office in 2003.
Mike Cobb, marketing director at Taylor Publishing, said his
company is glad the case finally
reached a conclusion.
“Corporately, we are not
able to comment on it in any
way, but we’re glad it’s closed,”
Cobb said.
Under the plea agreement,
Wenzl faces a maximum sentence of five years in prison
and three years of supervised
release. The maximum sen-

tence for mail fraud is 20 years
in prison.
The amount of money in
this case is not an unusual sum
in federal mail fraud cases,
Schissler said.
“Compared to other federal
cases that involve mail fraud,
this is not an (unusually) large
amount. They usually go into
the millions. This one is not
necessarily (unusually) large,”
Schissler said.
Tracy Schario, a University spokeswoman, said GW is
happy to be finished with the
investigation.
“As far as we’re concerned,
the issue is behind us,” Schario
said. 

Have a comment about something you just read?
Make your voice heard!
write us: letters@gwhatchet.com

THE HIGHLY ANTICIPATED NEW THRILLER FROM
THE DIRECTOR OF A HISTORY OF VIOLENCE

“A MESMERIZING
POWER-PUNCH
OF A THRILLER!

Every Sin
Leaves
A Mark.

VIGGO MORTENSEN

Director David Cronenberg
subverts formula at every turn.
Brilliant film. Brilliant director. A
visionary. ‘Eastern Promises’
is Viggo Mortensen’s
tour de force. Naomi Watts
is extraordinary.”
-PETER TRAVERS

NAOMI WATTS

VINCENT CASSEL

EASTERN
PROMISES
WORLD PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT
STARTS FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 14TH

the scene
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brendan polmer >> arts editor >>bpolmer@gwhatchet.com

New film about genocide in Darfur raises awareness

Former Marine makes documentary
by Cristina Sciarra
Hatchet Reporter
At a D.C. screening of the film “The
Devil Came on Horseback,” former U.S.
Marine Captain Brian Steidle looked tired,
but determined. It was a fitting look after
dedicating his whole life to a cause that
desperately needed attention.
“The Devil Came on Horseback” is
the ongoing story of Steidle and his efforts
to bring international attention and action
to the genocide in the Darfur region of
Sudan. Steidle’s story began in 2003 when,
after leaving the Marines, he accepted
a job as a patrol leader with the African
Union.
Although this appointment was supposed to entail monitoring a ceasefire,
what Steidle actually witnessed during his
time in Sudan was not the end of a conflict
but instead the one-sided attempt to exterminate Sudan’s black African population.
Steidle’s unique position within the
African Union was one that gave him
unfettered access to what was happening
in the region, and brought him closer and
closer to Darfur.
Armed with a camera instead of a

gun, Steidle managed to capture more
than 1,000 haunting images. Through
his photographs, the viewer comes to
understand not only the horrors he faced
everyday, but also the growing frustrations of not being able to help effectively. Eventually, Steidle left Sudan in the
hopes that what he had seen and heard
would help to bring much-needed aid to
the region.
Over the course of the film, Steidle’s
disappointments mount as he faces politicians who are unwilling to help, and an
ill-informed public.
“The Devil Came on Horseback” is
an undeniably compelling film, which
manages to simultaneously captivate and
horrify. The power of the film stems from
Steidle’s narration, which accompanies
video footage of his time in the Sudan
and his efforts to incite change back
courtesy Gretchen Steidle Wallace
at home. News clips and heartbreaking Former Marine Brian Steidle in an ice cream stand in Darfur. Steidle documents
personal interviews with Sudanese people the horrors of the genocide in Sudan in the film "The Devil Came on Horseback."
add to the pull of the film, but the most
important aspect of “The Devil Came on
Horseback” are unquestionably Steidle’s this film. Steidle’s pictures are graphic, ents the continuing genocide in Darfur
detailed, and upsetting, which is why it is clearly and in moral absolutes, so that the
photographs.
viewer is challenged and compelled to
A picture is worth a thousand words so important that we see them.
“The Devil Came on Horseback” pres- also want change.
has never been more true than it is in

ACROSS THE UNIVERSE

What's on
our iPod
Kanye West
Graduation
Despite his cocky demean
nor,
public antics and trash-talk
king
mouth, Kanye West knows how
w to
hird
drop it like it hot. On West’s th
effort “Graduation,” the mainstreeam
heavyweight matures his alreaady
experimental hip-hop sound with
ingenious samples such as Steeely
Dan’s “Kid Charlemagne” on the
uest
st
song “Champion,” as well as gu
spots by Coldplay’s Chris Martin
tin
and fellow rapper T-Pain. Relentlesss
in his pursuit of perfecting his craftt,
ar
West displays his true rock sta
capabilities on “Stronger,” a fusion
n
of modern rock synth and layered
d,
echoed vocals. MTV may not respecct
n
Kanye enough to grant him a moon
man, but you should. 

vs.

50 Cent
Curtis

Roc-A-Fella

In an age when the excitement
surrrounding an album release is
virttually dead, a simultaneous drop
datte for two of the most infamous
feu
uding MC’s in hip-hop is an event
of eepic proportions. On 50 Cent’s
thirrd album “Curtis,” the rapper
sticcks to the club anthem-style rap
hoo
oks that made him a household
name in the first place. Not topn
nam
ping the intensity and catchiness of
p
previous songs, “Curtis” has more
p
bark than bite. The only saving
grrace is that of “AYO Technology,”
which features Justin Timberlake,
w
who ultimately steals the spotlight
w
frrom 50. 

Aftermath

–Stephanie Keller

BARbelle
Fado Irish Pub
808 7th St. NW

AN ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE FOR THE
CASHSTRAPPED COLLEGE STUDENT

$5 - $10 - $20

When in Rome do as the Romans do,
and when in Ireland – drink. So when I
found myself in an Irish bar in the middle of
Chinatown, I decided to do just that!
Itching to venture away from the GW
campus bar scene, my sister’s boyfriend’s
birthday celebration was the perfect excuse
to try something new. The destination: Fado
Irish Pub, just
j one block away
y from the Gallery
y
Place/Chinatown Metro stop. I was already an
hour late but that’s pretty damn good for me,
so I pressed on, thinking the party would be
well underway. After passing the ID check, the
entire venue seemed to unfold in a little Irish
maze. What I thought would be a stuffy, snotty
place turned into a fun folk bar. Floor to ceiling
wood that intertwined itself throughout the
tavern created a strange cave-like atmosphere.
In this cave, however, there wasn’t any spelunkin’, only drunkin’.
I grabbed a Guinness with a friend and
settled into a large booth as we looked for the
party that was supposed to have arrived an
hour previously. Were we being stood up?
To our left was an unshaven man playing
guitar while a score of televisions on our right
aired some international rugby games. The
crowd was as warm as the weather on a late
summer night in the District as we eased into
conversation with others at the bar. I felt a jig
coming on.
What started out as a calm night with a
couple of beers quickly turned crazy. A different kind of shot was heard around the world…
Jameson. I obliged my roots, which happen

to be Irish, and washed down the shot with a
Guinness, just as a perfect car bomb should be
consumed.
The party finally arrived around midnight and the 27-year-old birthday boy was
already tanked off of sangria from dinner.
What an international night of drinking. After
being hit on by several of my sister’s drunken
friends, I started thinking maybe 27 was the
new 21, only 27 birthday shots would be far
more lethal. The crowd of 50 or so that were
gathered in celebration were all light-hearted
and hilarious. No nine-to-five could spoil their
attempts at happiness. Maybe my graduation
in the spring won’t be the death of my social
life after all.
A positive about Fados is its spaciousness. Our party easily fit in with the normal
crowd and it never felt too congested. The
set-up encourages people to sit at strategically placed long tables in order to mingle and
make friends. With two large bars spanning
the entire area, drink orders are timely and
bathroom lines are minimal. Even when the
birthday boy disappeared to the bathroom
for 35 minutes, a line didn’t form. Maybe the
27-year-olds can’t quite hang with the 21-yearolds, but it was a valiant effort.
At the conclusion of the night I helped
my elders into a cab and bid my own farewell
to Fado. I stumbled away with my Irish eyes
shining, or were those my beer goggles? Oh
well…Until next week, cheers! 

Bar Belle Rating
g

If you have

Steidle himself comes across as
straightforward, honest and completely
without pretension, which is why he is
such a strong voice for a people who
would otherwise have none.
The goal of the film is ultimately to
educate people and excite change, so hopefully it will be successful in doing so.
At the closing of the film, Steidle is
asked if he considers himself a whistleblower.
“No, I wouldn’t call it that,” he said
uncomfortably. “A whistleblower? No, I
wouldn’t. I mean, I’m just some guy that
tried to wake up the conscience of a bunch
of people. That’s all.”
Whatever you want to call Brian
Steidle, he is a man at the center of something very big and very important, and
this film will certainly make you want to
follow his lead.
“The Devil Came on Horseback”
is currently playing at the Avalon
Theatre on Connecticut Avenue. It
can also be seen on campus as part
of the Fall Film Series on Sept. 27 at 7
p.m. in the Marvin Center Continental
Ballroom. It will also be released on
DVD on Oct. 30. For more information
about Darfur and what you can do
to help, please visit www.savedarfur.
org. 

$5

Head over to Red Onion Records &
Books (1901 18th St NW) in Adams
Morgan for their first ever in-store
vintage cocktail party, Thursday,
September 13th from 6 - 9 pm. With
wine, cocktails, food and a live DJ,
you’ll truly have a unique vintage
record-buying experience. 

If you have

courtesy Sony Pictures

(Clockwise from top) Martin Luther McCoy, Dana Fuchs, T.V. Carpio, Ekaterina Sknarina, Evan Rachel Wood, Jim
Sturgess, Kiva Dawson, Joe Anderson, and Halley Wegryn Gross in Revolution Studios' "Across the Universe."

Film featuring all Beatles music delivers

by Jessica Yager
Hatchet Reporter
In essence, the new movie
“Across the Universe” is a predictable plot turned amazing.
There is nothing wholly unique
about the movie’s anti-war message; however, it is displayed
using breathtaking music, innovative cinematography and fantastic choreography.
“Across the Universe” tells
the love story of Jude (Jim
Sturgess), a Liverpool dockworker who travels to America
in search of his father. He meets
Lucy (Evan Rachel Wood), and,
the pair get involved with the
anti-war protests that flooded
the streets of Greenwich Village
during the 1960s. Wood is perfect as Lucy, and the onscreen
chemistry between her and Jim
Sturgess takes the focus away
from the mediocre plot, allowing
the audience to connect with the
film. This movie goes past just
the guts and glory of the normal love story and delivers the
audience a mind-bending look
at a lost generation through the
words and music of The Beatles.
The film features a strong
supporting cast of unique char-

$10

Go to the Rock and Roll Hotel (1353
H St. NE) on Thursday, September
13th at 8pm to see GW band Hello
Society. Having just performed
at GW’s Fall Fest, the band mixes
super- heavy funk, jazz and hiphop to create a unique sound that
demands the audience’s feet to
move to their groove. Also playing
are Snarky Puppy and Philly band
Among Criminals. 

If you have

acters who help to frame the lovers while they grow and change
as the war protests escalate from
peaceful meetings to violent demonstrations. The amazing thing
about the supporting cast is that
no character fits into a basic stereotype – the writers truly created a world of their own. The virtually unknown actors includes
musicians Martin Luther and
Dana Fuchs, television’s Eddie
Izzard (“The Riches”) and Joe
Anderson (“Becoming Jane.”)
The movie musical features
about 20 songs by The Beatles
performed by the characters
including “Hey Jude,” “Let It
Be,” and “I Want To Hold Your
Hand.” The characters don’t say
much – they leave it to the music
to give to life what they are
going through. Each song is used
both literally and figuratively,
giving the audience a chance to
feel a close relationship with the
characters. Reminiscent of Pink
Floyd’s “The Wall,” the music
fits perfectly, conveying such
strong feelings on screen that
you almost want to get up and
dance along in the aisles.
What the music does not say
is spoken loud and clear through
dance and the use of contrasting

$20

Borrow $15 more and head over to
Blues Alley in Georgetown (1073
Wisconsin Ave. NW) to catch alto
saxophonist Kenny Garrett and his
quartet perform live. Having been
the great Miles Davis’ sideman,
Garrett is best known for his fastpaced, modern jazz compositions
and is hailed around the world as
one of the biggest names in jazz
today. 

colors that serve to paint a picture of how the characters view
themselves and others at different points in their lives. The
visual aspects of the movie are
mesmerizing, giving the audience a kaleidoscopic vision of
the anti-war movement of the
1960s, and every scene turns into
a new experience through the
use of different camera angles.
No one scene looks very much
like another, and they are virtually
y incomparable to those of
any musical/film that have come
before it.
Directed by Julie Taymor
(“Frida”) and written by Dick
Clement and Ian La Frenais
(“The Commitments”), the
overall plot of “Across the
Universe” seems a bit messy.
Random events cluttered the
film at times, making it more
reminiscent of the first draft of
a college thesis than a movie
script. In addition, the ending is
very predictable. Nonetheless,
the predictable ending is incredibly done and manages to create
a good closing to a movie whose
writers were certainly thinking
outside of the box. 
“Across the Universe” opens
nationwide on Sept. 21.
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Students can now
shield their SSN
with an existing record may be
more complicated,” Amundson
said. “I do believe that there may
Students now have the option be some situations in which a GW
of removing their Social Secu- student or alum will encounter
rity numbers from transcripts, the difficulty.”
University registrar announced.
Titus said institutions could
The Student Association Sen- use a person’s full name, date of
ate passed a resolution in Febru- birth, address and other personal
ary asking the University to give information to still correctly idenstudents and alumni the opportu- tify a person.
nity to eliminate their SSN’s from
“The SSN is about the worst
transcripts after the lobbying of choice,” said Titus, who hosts a
third-year law student Aaron Ti- podcast on privacy. “It is a broken
tus.
system.”
“It’s very encouraging,” said
He surveyed the “U.S. News
Titus, who is the information pri- and World Report's Top 127 Colvacy director of Liberty Coalition. leges & Universities” to find out
“It is a real issue that affects stu- how many of GW's peer institudents and it will help reduce the tions use SSNs on transcripts.
risk of identity
Only 26 percent of
theft.”
the universities surUniversity
veyed required the
“There is no silver
Registrar Elizanumber on the docubeth Amundment and 11 percent
bullet to preventing made
son said GW
SSNs optional,
decided not to
according to Titus'
identity
theft
except
eliminate SSNs
study.
from all tranThe University
living on a mountain
scripts, assertphased out Social
in Tibet.”
ing it should
Security numbers
be a student’s
from the library and
choice to reGWeb portal sysAARON TITUS
move the numtems in Fall 2006.
LIBERITY COALITION
ber.
The University still
“There are,
uses the numbers in
at present, difthe Banner System
fering
opinfor financial aid,
ions about the wisdom of entirely payroll and tax-reporting pureliminating the SSN from all tran- poses, in addition to transcripts
scripts,” Amundson said. “There and other official documents.
is a balance that must be struck Other databases and documents
between striving to protect stu- use the GWid number as the pridents and alumni from any poten- mary identifier.
tial identity theft and being able to
“We have many students who
conduct business in a society that share the same name, therefore it
unfortunately relies on the SSN in is critical that some unique idenmany areas.”
tifier be included on every tranThe American Association of script produced,” Amundson
Collegiate Registrars and Admis- said. “When the SSN was used
sions Officers, whose membership as the student ID, it was the only
includes GW, does not recom- identifier we had available.”
mend the removal of SSNs. BarNassirian said there is other
mak Nassirian, associate director personal information on tranfor AACRAO, said the removal of scripts that can lead to identity
the SSN on transcripts can cause theft.
organizational and identification
“Transcripts are loaded with
confusion for recipients of tran- private info,” Nassirian said.
scripts.
“The fact is many other data ele“The SSN is as close as possi- ments are private and would fable to uniquely identifying some- cilitate identity theft.”
one,” Nassirian.
Titus said stopping identity
Amundson said the SSN re- theft from transcripts is imposmoval might cause headaches for sible without SSN removal.
students and alumni.
He said, “there is no silver
“For some institutions receiv- bullet to preventing identity
ing a GW transcript without an theft except living on a mountain
SSN, matching that transcript in Tibet.” 
by Andrew Ramonas
Campus News Editor

Alex Ellis/assistant photo editor

Sophmores Jamie Ramacciotti and Lindsay Schutter live in the same Schenley room once occupied by the late Eddie Bieber, known
around campus as "Old Man Schenley." Beiber died in June.

SCHENLEY
from p.1
contractual obligations under the
leases and District law and regulations.”
During the transition period,
many residents chose to stay due
to the apartments’ location and
low rent.
Haaga would not disclose
the rents the residents pay to the

ADVOCACY
from p.1
describing my interaction with
Nicole and Brand, rather than
simply advocacy, would be open
communication and a sharing of
ideas about problems,” Chernak
wrote in an e-mail.
Chernak said that there has
been “significant agreement” between University administrators
and student leaders on numerous
issues.
Director of the Student Activities Center Tim Miller said
advocacy should be the focus of
the SA.

University. In 2005, The Hatchet
reported that Bieber paid $203 a
month for rent. Most apartments
in Foggy Bottom have rents exceeding $1,000 a month.
Larry Knauss, a retired steward for a law firm in Georgetown, continues to live in The
West End on Eye Street. He has
lived on the second floor of the
building for 20 years and does
not plan to move in the near future. But Knauss said living with
college students is not an ideal

situation.
“It is horrible living with students,” Knauss said. “They are
more than too loud, and I have
to (file complaints) sometimes on
Fridays.”
Anna Stukes, a resident of
The West End for 16 years, lives
on the second floor with a roommate. She has lived in The West
End since she moved to D.C.
Stukes said she has no trouble
living with students and has been
pleased with most of her neigh-

bors.
“I think the University has
calmed them down,” she said.
“It’s not a problem at all.”
The University did not offer
Stukes enough money to move
out, she said, and she will continue living in The West End as
long as possible. Stukes said she
thinks the University will eventually evict the non-student tenants.
“I really love the area and I
would like to stay here,” she said. 

“Many initiatives that the SA
would create could more easily
be adopted by a University department if they are made aware
of the student need,” Miller wrote
in an e-mail. “If the SA spends too
much of their energy on creating
initiatives and programs then
they are missing the opportunity
to make significant long-term
change.”
Capp and Kroeger have both
said they have worked closely
with Chernak and other University administrators on numerous
projects.
Kroeger, a junior, said he and
Capp faced criticism from people
within the SA for advocating for
the return of the GW Reads program and Colonial Invasion.

“They told us we were crazy
when we got in a car and drove
to Safeway and said we wanted
to meet,” Kroeger said.
Capp and Kroeger’s meeting with Safeway officials last
spring to pitch the GWorld Colonial Cash program is only one
example of how the current SA
administration has gone past the
University’s bureaucracy to advocate.
Capp and Kroeger, alongside
University officials, met with representatives from USA Today to
help bring back the GW Reads
program, Kroeger said.
“A lot of people who were (in
the SA) before told us that things
couldn’t be done,” Kroeger said.
“Nicole and I didn’t adhere to
that mindset.”
Former SA President and current presidential administrative
fellow Lamar Thorpe opened an
election debate last February emphasizing the role of the SA in advocating for students.
“I have learned that the major
job (of the president) is (to be) an
advocate for students,” Thorpe
said. “The dirty secret is that 99
percent of time spent is representing students in Rice Hall.”
Most of the candidates who
ran for the SA’s two top positions
agreed.
“Advocacy, advocacy and

more advocacy are the most important parts of the SA,” said
former Executive Vice Presidential candidate Andrew Cooper, a
junior, at the debate.
In the past, the SA has put
large amounts of money into big
initiatives. Their high cost and
mixed success rate may be part of
the shift towards advocacy.
Part of former SA President
Audai Shakour’s campaign was
the establishment of an online
trading community called “Colonial Trader.” The SA invested
$11,000 into the development of a
Web site that never materialized.
Other initiatives have been
more successful. The Colonial
Coach, created in 2005 to shuttle
students to Dulles Airport before
and after holiday breaks, continued into last year.
The service, started by then
former SA Executive Vice President Morgan Corr and former
Sen. Marc Abanto, a senior, was
funded using the EVP’s executive budget, taking money from
the student fee.
Cutting the “huge expense”
of the $11,000 program is one of
Capp’s goals. She said in an interview in August that the SA is
looking for a co-sponsor to help
fund the program and make the
money used now available to student organizations. 

PUCCINI

F R E E L I V E N AT I O N A L

SSUNDAY,
I M SEP
U L23,C2007-2PM
AST
NATIONAL MALL WASHINGTON MONUMENT GROUNDS

Photo by Michael Turek for Washington National Opera

AFI SILVER THEATRE - SILVER SPRING, MD SOLD OUT • OLD TOWN THEATER - ALEXANDRIA, VA SOLD OUT

You’re invited to join
Simulcast Presenting Sponsor

A program for students and young
professionals between 18-35 years old.
For more information visit www.dc-opera.org/experience/generationo.

Performances at the Kennedy Center Opera House with English supertitles

www.dc-opera.org/access

800.US.OPERA • 202.295.2400 • WWW.DC-OPERA.ORG
Wheelchair accessible seating is available in all price categories for all operas. Call 202.295.2445 or e-mail adacoordinator@dc-opera.org.
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ETS p
plans to
alter GRE again
The Education Testing Service (ETS) announced they will
add new types of questions to the
math and verbal sections of this
year’s Graduate Record Examination (GRE), a change that comes
on the heels of a decision made
last spring to cancel plans for an
entirely new GRE.
The math section will now
include numeric entry questions,
while the verbal section will feature an expanded text completion
section. ETS spokesman Tom Ewing said these are the only changes
that ETS will make in the “foreseeable future.”
Ewing added that this year
the questions are purely trialbased and will not count toward a
test-taker’s final score. He recommended students avoid stressing
about the new question types and
approach the test as they would
normally.
“Just take the test and do it as
best as you can,” Ewing said.
While a multiple-choice version of the numeric entry question
is already on the exam, the new
test will require students to write
the answer into the box provided.
Katherine Lynn, GRE program
manager at Kaplan Inc., said this
makes the questions considerably
more difficult.
Similarly, the text completion
question consists of one sentence
with three blanks, which have to
be filled in with the options provided. No partial credit will be
given, and students must get all
three blanks correct in order to receive credit.

from p.5

Despite the fact that new questions will not count toward a testtaker’s final score, Lynn said Kaplan is recommending students
take the test before November
when the new question types are
set to go into effect.
“We have prepared a curriculum to expose students to handle
these questions, but we want to
make sure students only take the
test if they’re fully prepared to do
so,” Lynn said. She added that
Kaplan is telling students who will
take the new version of the test to
take the new questions “as though
they’re scored.”
“We know that as soon as adequate data has been organized,
the questions will be scored,” she
said.
Jeffery Glazer, owner and an
instructor at Griffon Prep, a company that offers GRE preparation
classes, said his organization plans
to address the new questions, but
that they will not change the way
the course is taught.
“We’re going to address the
changes,” he said, noting that ETS
always announces changes to the
exam six months in advance so
there is no chance of being caught
off guard. “But the new questions
aren’t going to be radically different.”
Glazer added that after the
cancellation of the completely new
exam in April, it is hard to predict
what changes will be made in the
future.
“It’s hard for (ETS) to make
drastic changes because of test
standardization,” he said. “Graduate schools have a hard time assessing the scores of two different
tests.”

Go down under
to get on top.

www.ecom.unimelb.edu.au

by Nathan Grossman
Assistant News Editor

MARATHON

Graduate business studies at the University of Melbourne, Australia, give you
the opportunity to:
• Study at one of the top 10 universities in the Asia Paciﬁc
ﬁ region.
• Enjoy Melbourne, one of the world’s top 20 most liveable cities.
• Mix with exceptional students from around the world.
• Experience the best of Australia and the world in your study and lifestyle.
To ﬁnd out more, meet our representative Ms Brooke Young
at the World Grad School/MBA Tour Washington,
September 20 and at the George Washington Graduate
School Fair, September 24.

remember when the whole world looked up

“GRADE: A! TRANSPORTING!”
Owen Gleiberman, ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY

“EXCEPTIONAL!”

“STUNNING!”

John Schwartz, THE NEW YORK TIMES

NEW YORK MAGAZINE

“ASTONISHING! STIRRING!”
David Ansen, NEWSWEEK

“WONDERFUL! THRILLING!”
John Powers, VOGUE

“SPECTACULAR! A MUST-SEE!
ONE OF THE YEAR'S VERY BEST MOVIES!”
Scott Mantz, ACCESS HOLLYWOOD

“RIVETING! WILL CAPTURE
YOU ENTIRELY!”
Kenneth Turan, LOS ANGELES TIMES

“INDESCRIBABLY MOVING!
ONE OF THE BEST FILMS OF
THE YEAR! DON’T MISS IT!”

Leonard Maltin, ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT

R O N

H O W A R D

P R E S E N T S

THINKFilm PRESENTS A DOX PRODUCTION IN ASSOCIATION WITH PASSION PICTURES FOR DISCOVERYFILM FILMS AND FILM4 RON
HOWARD PRESENTS A FILM BY CO-DAVID SINGTON
ASSOCIATE
COMPOSER PHILIP SHEPPARD CINEMATOGRAPHY CLIVE NORTH EDITOR DAVID FAIRHEAD PRODUCER SARAH KINSELLA PRODUCER CHRISTOPHER RILEY
IN THE SHADOW
OF
THE
MOON
EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS
PRODUCERS SIMON ANDREAE JOHN BATTSEK JULIE GOLDMAN
FOR DISCOVERY W. CLARKE BUNTING JEFF HASLER ANDREA MEDITCH JANE ROOT
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS
PRODUCED
DIRECTED
FOR FILM4 LOUISA BOLCH DAVID MCNAB HAMISH MYKURA
BY DUNCAN COPP
BY DAVID SINGTON
PRODUCTIONS

COPYRIGHT © DOX PRODUCTIONS LTD,
2007 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

INTHESHADOWOFTHEMOON.COM

STARTS FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 14

LANDMARK’S
E STREET CINEMA
E Street & 11 St. N.W.
(202) 452-7672

AFI SILVER

LANDMARK’S BETHESDA CINEMA ARTS THEATRE

8633 Colesville Rd. ROW CINEMA
www.afi.com/silver 7235 Woodmont Ave.
(301) 652-7273

Corner of Main Street
& Pickett Rd. Fairfax, VA
(703) 978-6991

$50,000 for the Foundation.”
Team CdLS formed in
2000 when Mairano first
ran in the Chicago Marathon. Since then, the team’s
fundraising efforts have accounted for approximately
4 percent of the foundation’s total budget, Outreach Director Marie Malloy said.
“As a sibling, David
has first-hand knowledge
of the challenges a family faces when they have a
child with CdLS,” Malloy
said. “His family is very involved with the foundation.
This is the first time he’s
doing something solo.”
Additionally, the Foundation is currently trying
to establish charity partner
status with the New York
City Marathon held on

Nov. 4, Malloy said.
Currently, the organization has three family service coordinators who offer
support to affected families
and refer them to qualified medical professionals.
Fowler ’s father, also David
Fowler, is president of the
foundation’s board of directors.
“My family has been involved with the foundation
for a long time, mostly because of my father,” Fowler
said. “I’m glad I’m doing something on my own
now.”
Fowler said he is especially thankful to his fraternity brothers at Pi Kappa
Alpha, who have stood by
him throughout his brother ’s hospitalization last
summer.
“My fraternity brothers have donated a lot of
money to the cause. It was
a struggle all summer,
but they were by my side
through everything,” he
said. 
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Ben
Solomon/
senior photo
editor

A UPD (left)
and a MPD
(right) officers discuss
a
crime alert
issued by
UPD about
thefts
in
campus
residence
halls.

CRIME
from p.1
which Woodard said is insufficient.
“Even in the summer, people
could just walk in and follow
somebody in,” Woodard said.
“Why is there a desk there and
nobody is working?”

Stafford said staffing issues
preclude her from having security at the entrance of each residence hall. Potomac House and
Thurston Hall are the only two
residence halls with 24-hour security.
The University community
was initially alerted to the crime
wave when UPD sent out a blast email Sept. 8, highlighting the rash
of seven burglaries in 24 hours in
the 23rd Street building. 
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GW mourns lives lost on Sept. 11

Ryder Haske/assistant photo edito

Religious leaders, students and GW staff gathered to remember the sixth anniversary of Sept 11. Participants held a candlelight vigil on University Yard.
by Ian Jannetta
Hatchet Staff Writer
Six years after the attacks
that catapulted the nation into
the war on terror, GW community members held a vigil to the
lives lost on Sept. 11 Tuesday
evening in University Yard.
The Student Association
and other student organizations sponsored the vigil, which
included remarks from University officials, prayers recited by
local religious leaders and an a
capella performance.
“This evening is about unity, remembrance and hope,”
said SA President Nicole Capp
in her opening remarks.
The vigil is especially personal for Capp, a New York native who is still struck by emotion remembering the stranger
who gave her mother a pair of
sneakers so she could walk out
of Manhattan on the day of the
attacks, she said.
“Few universities have the
same kind of relation to (the
events on Sept. 11) than GW,”
University President Steven
Knapp said. “No one knew
where the next plane might
strike.”
Knapp called on GW students to take advantage of
their location in D.C. to learn
the lessons of Sept. 11 and to
“embrace intellectual beliefs

and customs that differ from
your own.”
Knapp recalled the pit in
his stomach that formed after
he heard a second plane had hit
the World Trade Center.
“I still reel from how awful
that was,” he said.
Edward “Skip” Gnehm, a
professor of Gulf and Arabian
Peninsula affairs, recalled his
experience on Sept. 11, 2001, a
time just after he began serving
as ambassador to Jordan.
“(Jordanians)
from
all
walks of life – children, adults,
the rich and poor” came to the
embassy in Jordan to express
their sorrow and anger at the
terrorists, Gnehm said.
“It is absolutely crucial that
we’re prepared for another attack,” Gnehm said. “We should
not be driven by fear.”
Along with speakers, the
vigil also included a presentation of colors by the Naval
Reserve Officer Training Corps
members, a prayer for unity
by Rabbi Joshua Ginsberg and
a prayer for remembrance by
Imam Johari from the Dar AlHijrah Islamic Center.
Near the end of the ceremony, vigil participants lit candles
for the nine GW alumni who
lost their lives in the attacks
while the a capella group LawCapella sang a closing song.
Adjunct Instructor in Span-

ish Dolores Perillan commuted
from her home in Rockville,
Md. to attend the vigil.
“I always ask my students
to come to the vigil. It’s a special place to be,” Perillan said.
She makes a point of attending
the vigil every year.
This year, she gave her students a Chilean poem to read
before the vigil. “It’s a poem
of encouragement, reminding
us that lives never pass away,”
she said. Her students were
instructed to write a reflection
on the poem and the vigil for
class.
Sophomore Brandon Mansur attended the vigil to gain
a new perspective on the attacks.
“My awareness of the world
is a little different now than
it was in 2001,” Mansur said.
“(The vigil) gives students a
connection to the victims of
Sept. 11.”
Mansur is a member of Students Defending Democracy,
one of the organizers of the
event. “I feel strongly about the
ideals of our country,” he said.
After the vigil, Students
Defending Democracy hosted
a viewing of “The Flight That
Fought Back,” a Discovery
Channel documentary about
the hijacked plane brought
down by passengers in Shanksville, Pa. 

photos b
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Professor of Gul
and Arabian Pen
insula affairs Skip
Gnehm
(above
speaks at Tues
day's vigil.

(Above
left and
left) Students ligh
candles for victims
of the attacks, in
cluding those con
nected to GW.

THEY’VE MADE OUR WORLD
THEIR BATTLEGROUND
The Official Credit Union of The George Washington University

Straight A’s for GW Student Banking
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Branch and the most ATMs on campus
FREE No Minimum Balance Student Checking
FREE Debit Card
FREE low rate, no gimmick Student Visa®
FREE e-music downloads*

“Visit www.nihfcu.org or stop by their
branch!
r
Make the comparison and see
why I found it to be a no-brainer!”

Open a Student checking account and
a Student Visa® and:
• Receive a FREE messenger bag ($49.99 value).
• Be entered to win 2 tickets to see
Billy Crystal live at the Smith Center.**
STARTS FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 14
WASHINGTON, DC

REGAL GALLERY PLACE
STADIUM 14
707 Seventh Street, N.W.
800-FANDANGO #1721

MARYL AND

ACADEMY 8

* Membership not required.
** Offer good through 9/30/07. Visit www.nihfcu.org
ffor additional details.

2100 Pennsylvania Ave., NW • 301.296.0661 • www.nihfcu.org

at Beltway Plaza
(301) 220-1155

AMC
COLUMBIA 14

In The Mall In Columbia
(410) 423-0520

AMC LOEWS
CENTER PARK 8

Beltsville, MD
800-FANDANGO #739

AMC
MAGIC JOHNSON
CAPITAL CENTRE 12

AMC LOEWS
WHITE FLINT 5

REGAL CINEMAS
BETHESDA

CONSOLIDATED
MAJESTIC 20

REGAL CINEMAS
BOWIE STADIUM 14

Bethesda, MD
800-FANDANGO #741

900 Ellsworth Dr.
Silver Spring, MD
(240) 393-4826

CONSOLIDATED
ROYALE 14
6505 America Blvd.
Hyattsville, MD
(301) 864-FILM

KENTLANDS STADIUM

Great Seneca Hwy. &
Kentlands Blvd.
(301) 519-6868
www.kentlandsstadium8.com

MARLOW 6 THEATRES

Marlow Heights Shopping Center
(301) 316-1031

800 Shoppers Way
Largo, MD
800-FANDANGO #844

MUVICO EGYPTIAN 24

AMC LOEWS RIO 18

P&G WHEATON PLAZA 11

Gaithersburg, MD
800-FANDANGO #740

At Arundel Mills
(443) 755-8992
Wheaton, MD
(301) 949-9202

Bethesda, MD
800-FANDANGO #569

15200 Major Lansdale Blvd.
800-326-3264 #454

AMC TYSONS CORNER 16
7850 Tysons Corner Center
(703) 998-4AMC

CONSOLIDATED
FOX CINEMAS
Brambleton Plaza
Ashburn, VA
(703) 957-1035

CONSOLIDATED
REGAL CINEMAS
GERMANTOWN STADIUM 14 KINGSTOWNE 16
Germantown Town Center
800-326-3264 #455

Kingstowne Towne Ctr
Alexandria, VA (703) 822-4956

REGAL CINEMAS
ROCKVILLE STADIUM 13

NATIONAL AMUSEMENTS
ARLINGTON BLVD/
LEE HIGHWAY
MULTIPLEX CINEMAS

Rockville,MD
800-FANDANGO #248

VIRGINIA

Merrifield, VA
(703) 502-4060

AMC HOFFMAN CENTER 22 NATIONAL AMUSEMENTS
Eisenhower Ave. & Telegraph Rd.
CENTREVILLE
(703) 998-4AMC
MULTIPLEX CINEMAS
Centreville, VA
AMC
(703) 502-4060
POTOMAC MILLS 18
Woodbridge, VA (703) 998-4262
NATIONAL AMUSEMENTS
RESTON TOWN CENTER
AMC
MULTIPLEX CINEMAS
SPRINGFIELD MALL 10
Reston, VA
Springfield, VA (703) 971-3991

(703) 502-4060

PHOENIX
THEATRES
WORLDGATE 9
Herndon, VA
(703) 318-9290

REGAL BALLSTON
COMMONS
STADIUM 12

Ballston Commons Mall
800-FANDANGO #377

REGAL
COUNTRYSIDE
STADIUM 20

Sterling, VA
800-FANDANGO #394

REGAL FAIRFAX
TOWNCENTER 10
Fairfax, VA
800-FANDANGO #670

REGAL MANASSAS
STADIUM 14

Exit 47B off Interstate 66.
800-326-3264 #490

REGAL CINEMAS
POTOMAC YARD
STADIUM 16

Rte. 1 off S. Glebe Rd.
(703) 739-4040
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Joanna Shapes – Sports Editor (jshapes@gwhatchet.com)
Andrew Alberg – Sports Editor (aalberg@gwhatchet.com)

Sports Calendar
Sept. 14
Men's Soccer
Loyola of Maryland
5 PM
Baltimore, Md.
Volleyball
East Carolina
7 PM
Washington

Sept. 15
Cross Country
Navy Invitational
10 AM
Annapolis, Md.
Volleyball
Hartford
2 PM
Washington
Volleyball
Howard
7 PM
Washington
Men's Tennis
UVA Invitational
All Day
Charlottesville, VA.

Senior Anthony Raglani spends half the
year playing AA baseball and the other
half of the year at GW, taking classes
ed two rounds earlier, but likely
slipped due to a broken right hand
that required surgery after the
draft. Since then, he has ascended
through the ranks of the Dodgers’
farm system. The outfielder recently completed his second full season
at the AA level, leading the Southern League in walks and games
played, while hitting .248.
From March to September, his
focus is on the field. The rest of the
year, it’s mostly in the classroom,
where he is two semesters shy of
degrees in business economics and
public policy. After playing for
GW’s baseball team from 2002 to
2004, and earning All-Atlantic 10
first team honors in 2004, Raglani
was drafted by the Dodgers and
did not have time to take classes.
Raglani intends to continue playing
baseball professionally, but attaining his degree remains a priority.
"After I'm done with my playing

Like many students entering
their last year of college, GW undergrad Anthony Raglani and his
friends traveled this summer, visiting ballparks all over the southeastern region of the United States. The
group took buses from stadium to
stadium and, upon arrival, claimed
their seats field-side. There was
only one thing different. Raglani
and his teammates on the Jacksonville Suns, a minor league affiliate
of the Los Angeles Dodgers, had
arrived in the dugout for that day’s
game.
After playing three seasons
for GW, Raglani was selected in
the fifth round of the 2004 Major
League Baseball Amateur Draft
and plays the outfield for the Suns.
"I felt as if a huge load had been
taken off my shoulders,” Raglani
said of draft day.
He was expected to be draft-

See BASEBALL, p. 12

Ryder Haske/assistant photo editor

When not playing for the Jacksonville Suns, Anthony Raglani takes classes at
GW, trying to earn degrees in business economics and public policy.

Golf
grading
deserves
an A+

CAPITOLCOACHING

Sept. 16
Water Polo
Bucknell
Noon
Lewisburg, Va.
Men's Tennis
UVA Invitational
All Day
Charlottesville, Va.
Sept. 17
Men's Golf
Earl Yestingsmeier-Ball State
Invitational
All Day
Muncie, Ind.
Sept. 18
Volleyball
Loyola of Maryland
7 PM
Baltimore
Men's Golf
Earl Yestingsmeier-Ball State
Invitational
All Day
Muncie, Ind.

Ryder Haske/assistant photo editor

Georgetown men's basketball coach John Thompson III, right, and his GW counterpart Karl Hobbs coach congressmen, congressional staff and lobbyists during a charity basketball game at Smith Center Sept. 10.

A Captain, klutz and killer on the court
Senior Janine
Brown leads
volleyball squad
by Gabrielle Bluestone
Hatchet Reporter

basketball

A-10 Schedules

GW volleyball captain Janine
Brown is a self-proclaimed klutz. The
senior popped her kneecap for the
sixth time while warming up for the
team’s match against Fairleigh Dickinson last weekend. Just one wound
in a long line of injuries.
“I’m known on the team as being
accident prone,” Brown said. “I’ve
sprained my ankle, I have a herniated
disc in my back.”
Brown skipped the match against
the Knights, which the Colonials won
3-1, and the following match against
Maryland-Eastern Shore, which GW
lost by the same score, due to her knee
injury. But she said the injury is not serious and sitting out both games was
simply precautionary. She added that
she believes she will be ready to play
in the GW Invitational this weekend.
Brown’s junior campaign also began with an injury – an ankle sprain
– which kept her sidelined for nine of
the team’s 26 matches. She still registered 218 kills for the season, good for
third among all Colonials.
The Jacksonville, Fla., native’s senior season seems to be headed in a
similar direction. Brown had 26 digs
during the Colonials’ 3-0 win over

– GW's ranking in Golf Digest's list of best
schools based on both golf and
academics, out of 146 schools.

From the minors to majors
by J.J. Fischman
Hatchet Reporter

Men's Tennis
UVA Invitational
All Day
Charlottesville, Va.

NUMBER CRUNCH

Hatcher file photo

Senior Janine Brown, shown above during the 2005 season, leads the Colonials in kills this season with 144.
Georgetown in the D.C. Challenge in
late August and registered 25 spikes
in a 3-2 loss to American. Both numbers were personal bests.
But
Brown’s
responsibilities
stretch beyond the court. She said she
takes her position as a team leader
very seriously and considers the volleyball team her home away from
home.
“You really have to look at ev-

erything you do day in and day
out and make sure (the team) sees
you as something they want to
become,” Brown said. “I know all
the seniors like to look at themselves as role models off the court
either in academics or in our social life.”
Brown, who began her season
with eight double-doubles, has been
the model of athletic prowess that the

squad needs to reach the Atlantic 10
championship.
“The main goal is that everyone
reaches their full potential because I
think our full potential can bring us
to the A-10 tournament,” she said.
But Brown is reluctant to express
her personal goals, as she said her
only desire is to not regret a day on
the court in her final year in Foggy
Bottom. Unlike many collegiate athletes, the marketing major also said
she has plans to continue playing
volleyball even after graduation,
when she will likely either attend
graduate school or work for a marketing firm.
“I don’t think I’ll ever be able to
give up volleyball because it’s been
a part of my life for so long,” Brown
said.
The game became a part of her
life in grade school when Brown,
who also played softball and basketball, was looking for a sport to fill
the fall season.
“It was either soccer or volleyball, and I’m horrible at kicking and
running,” she joked.
Volleyball quickly became the
sport at which she was most skilled,
and her six-foot frame probably contributed to her improvement. Brown
was recruited by GW and chose to
come to Foggy Bottom after a visit
during high school.
For Brown, it was love at first
sight.
“I’d never heard of GW before
they started recruiting me but when
I came to visit, I just fell in love with
it.” 

MEN

WOMEN

Jan. 10 vs. Saint Louis
Feb. 16 vs. @ St. Bonaventure
Jan. 16 vs. @ Fordham
Feb. 23 vs. Richmond
Jan 19 vs. Xavier
Feb. 27 vs. Rhode Island
Jan. 23 @ Rhode Island
Mar. 1 @ Xavier
Jan. 36 @ Duquesne
Mar. 6 @ Charlotte
Jan. 30 vs. Saint Joseph's
Mar. 8 vs. UMass
Feb. 3 vs. @ Temple
Feb. 6 vs. La Salle
Feb. 9 @ Dayton
Mar. 12-15 A-10 Championship (Atlantic City, N.J.)
Feb. 13 @ Saint Louis

Jan. 26 vs. Charlotte
Jan. 29 vs. Dayton
Feb. 10 vs. Richmond
Feb. 16 @ St.
Bonaventure
Feb. 24 @ Saint
Joseph's
Feb. 26 @ Richmond

TBD:
vs. Fordham
vs. Xavier
vs. St. Louis
vs. La Salle
@ Duquesne
@ Rhode Island
@ Massachusetts
@ Temple

March 7-10 A-10 Championship (Philadelphia)

Golf Digest recently released its
2007-2008 College Guide, in which it
ranks the nation’s collegiate golf programs. What makes this notable is the
ingenuity of the ranking system, which
takes into account
five categories: success of golf team,
ROSS
academics, faciliROMANO ties and coaches,
the improvement of
over their
CHIN MUSIC players
collegiate careers
and collegiate climate. The magazine
then uses these standings to form three
composite rankings, each with a different emphasis: golf first, academics first,
and “balanced.” The system is designed
to supply student-athletes with a series
of strata to fit their particular situation.
A golfer who is looking at collegiate
golf as a stepping stone to the PGA Tour
would look at golf-first schools while an
aspiring astrophysicist also interested
in competing on the links would likely
search through the academic-based institutions.
The system should be used to rank
schools in every sport, not just golf. In
this age of liberal arts and multi-tasking,
isn’t it important to see things from different perspectives? GW placed 57th out
of 146 in the Academics First category,
61st out of 400 in the coveted balanced
category and 143 of 300 in Golf First
(Stanford ranked first in all three).
Placing in the upper echelon
of each of the groupings is a stellar
achievement and becomes a true selling point for both the program and the
university, but perhaps the best part of
the system is that it benefits both sides.
The student-athlete benefits because
he gets a clearer, more focused list of
schools that fits his personal needs and
the schools benefit because they have a
chance to attract potential golfers who
may have otherwise overlooked them.
For example, Davidson, a smaller Division I school in North Carolina, ranks
10th in the balanced category due to
being ranked 45th in Golf First and 8th
in Academics First (each category takes
everything into account, giving more
weight to its namesake). For a competitive golfer looking for a great education, Davidson ranks ahead of every
single Ivy League school.
Implementing this ranking system
in other college sports would greatly improve the experience for student-athletes.
For instance, these rankings would be
invaluable to incoming college baseball
players who are well aware of the fact that
Oregon State has won back-to-back national championships but may not know
that the university doesn’t even place
on U.S. News and World Report’s list of
America’s 130 best colleges. Or how about
a football recruit who is contacted by Wake
Forest, but feels that its Cinderella run to
the ACC championship and Orange Bowl
was probably a fluke and such success is
unlikely to reccur any time soon? Knowing that Wake is rated as the nation’s 30thbest academic institution could reassure
him that, even if he is unable to reach that
level of success again in his playing career,
he will have a great degree to fall back on.
If given the chance to examine this information, students would have a much
better opportunity to make the right decisions, perhaps lowering the number of
transfers. GW should be commended for
ranking so highly in both categories, as
should Golf Digest for introducing this
innovative system to the golfing world.
If only other sports were so lucky. 
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BASEBALL

culty of playing in the minor
leagues. In professional baseball, team rosters change on a
from p. 11
daily basis as players are often being promoted or demotcareer, I definitely want to do ed to a different team. On the
something meaningful with last day of the season, Ragwhat I studied at GW," said Rag- lani said his manager posted
lani, who lives
the team’s
with his fianopening
cée Molly in
lineup
“After I'm done with my day
card next to
the District.
Between
playing career, I definitely the game's
his full 15batting orwant to do something
hour course
der as a way
load
and
of showing
meaningful with what I
how much
workouts five
days a week,
the makestudied
at
GW.”
up of the
the Indiana,
Pa., native has
had
team
little time to
changed
ANTHONY
RAGLANI
be a regular
over
the
GW STUDENT AND MINOR
college
stucourse
of
LEAGUE BASEBALL PLAYER
dent.
the season.
The rigors
Although
of a full minor
R a g l a n i
league season take a toll on doesn’t like to see his friends
athlete's bodies and Raglani leave, he understands the nais no exception, but staying ture of the business of basehealthy is not the only diffi- ball.

Dean Frederick M. Lawrence
GW Law School
and
GW Office of University Events
cordially invite students, faculty, and staff to join them in celebrating

Constitution Day
for a program entitled
Do Oral Arguments Matter in Constitutional and
Other Cases Before the Supreme Court?
With GW Professors

David Fontana Forrest Maltzman Paul Wahlbeck
■

Sports
"As a professional, athletes
are essentially investments
made by the organization and
are treated as such," he said.
At G W, R a gl ani’ s teammates remained th e same
the
season ,
t h ro ugh out
someth in g t h at cann ot be
said f or h is J acksonville
team. He said h is G W teams
were more r acia lly and cultur all y h omogen eous th an
an y of t h e pro teams h e
h as play ed on. A lt h oug h
th e outf ielder en jo y ed th e
camar ader ie and ch emistr y of t h e teams at G W, h e
f inds it eq ua lly rewarding
to s h are a club h ouse with a
g roup o f diver se individuals like h is teammates on
t h e Sun s.
Despite his relative success
since being drafted, the lefthanded hitting Raglani has
one dream that remains a motivating factor.
“One year from now, I
want to be in the big leagues,”
he said. 

get your sports ﬁx online @ www.GWHATCHET.com

■

Monday, September 17, 2007
3:00–4:00 P.M.
Jacob Burns Moot Court Room

Watergate Barber
Shop, INC.
S

The George Washington University Law School
2000 H Street N.W.
(Entrance on H Street)
Reception to follow.

2536 Vir
Virginia Avenue, N.W.
Washin
ngton, D.C. 20037
20
02/333-0145

RSVP to uevents@gwu.edu or to (202) 994-7129.
Free copies of the United States Constitution will be offered.
September 17, now known as Constitution Day, celebrates the day in 1787 when delegates
assembled in Philadelphia completed and signed the U.S. Constitution. The father of
Constitution Day is Senator Robert Byrd (D–WV) who oversaw passage of the federal
legislation that created Constitution Day.
When the Supreme Court opens its doors for public viewing and holds oral arguments on the
cases before it, those are moments of high drama. Do oral arguments, though, actually affect
the outcome of Supreme Court cases? Come listen to two of the country’s leading political
science experts on the Supreme Court, Forrest Maltzman and Paul Wahlbeck, talk about this
topic in the context of new research on the topic by Professor Wahlbeck using the recently
released papers of the late Justice Harry Blackmun—to be followed by the perspective of a legal
scholar, David Fontana, who also studies the Supreme Court.

Mon
nday-Friday 8:00-6:00
Saturday 7:30-5:00

Put you
your haircut
on GWorld.
Just $20!
$18 C
Cash for
Stud
dents.

G10701

A bank of the students,
by the students,
for the students.
The Chevy Chase Bank Student Banking Package.
FREE Checking when you enroll in FREE Online Banking • Flexible Rewards Platinum Visa® Credit Card*
FREE 24/7 account access at over 1,000 Chevy Chase Bank ATMs • And more...

Get cash at one of our ATMs in the Acute Care Center and at 2000 Pennsylvania Avenue.
To open a Student Banking Package, visit our branch near campus at 901 New York Avenue, call
301-987-BANK or 1-800-987-BANK (out of area), or visit us online at chevychasebank.com/student.

*Subject to credit approval. Must be 18 years or older to apply.
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CLASSIFIEDS

199 - GENERAL

515 - GENERAL

665 - PART TIME

665 - PART TIME

THE POSTER SALE IS BACK!!!!! THE
BIGGEST POSTER SALE. Biggest and
Best Selection. Choose from over 2000
different images. FINE ART, MUSIC,
MOVIES, MODELS, HUMOR, ANIMALS,
PERSONALITIES, LANDSCAPES, MOTIVATIONALS, PHOTOGRAPHY. MOST
IMAGES ONLY $7, $8 AND $9 SEE US
AT Kogan Plaza ON Monday Sept.10th
thru Friday Sept.14th, 2007 THE HOURS
ARE 10 A. M. - 6 P. M. THIS SALE IS
SPONSORED BY The College Poster
Sale Company

EARN $800-$3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on them.
www.AdDriveTeam.com.

!BARTENDING! UP TO $300/DAY No
experience necessary. Training provided.
800-965-6520x171.

610 - CHILD CARE

POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT SOHO Tea
and Coffee. Full-time and part-time. Must
be able to do weekends and graveyard
shifts. Call 202-463-7646.

DELIVERY DRIVER - BIKE/SCOOTER
snap in georgetown is looking for part
time help with delivery to GW campus,
Foggy Bottom, West End. Pay is $8 plus
tips. Own vehicle required and good driving record. we need to fill positions from
11am-6pm and from 6pm-11pm or 12am.
You can work only 2-3 shifts if needed,
but we need to form a reliable team.

SITTERS WANTED. $10+/hour. Register
free for jobs at www.student-sitters.com.

P/T RECEPTIONIST Small office (bet.
K & 22nd St.) seeks p/t receptionist.
Responsibilities include answering telephone, greeting clients & other office
tasks. Pleasant phone manner and positive attitude essential. Call Jane 202-7858704

Pick up two children from school and
watch them at home in Chevy Chase,
DC, 3-6 p.m., M-F. Need car. $15/hr. Call
evenings. 202-537-6765.

245 - RENT DC

FIGHT GLOBAL POVERTY
WITH CARE

615 - FULL TIME

PERFECT STUDENT GROUP HOUSE!
Spacious, contemporary, 3 BR, 2.5
BA, 2 kitchens and decks, walk to
Columbia Heights Metrorail station,
Starbucks, Giant Food, CVS, future
Target, Washington Sports Club, and
Best Buy. English basement with rear
exit and nice kitchen. 1349 Parkwood
Place NW (MLS#:DC6461260). Only
$3,500 per month. Open Sunday 1-4
PM and call Brian at (202) 318-2446.

CARE, a leading humanitarian organization, is hiring Face-to-Face Recruiters to
sign-up donors to support our mission.
Energetic, passionate, articulate individuals looking to make a difference are wanted. $13 per hour. Part-time available. Call
Natasha 202-595-2836

HOTEL JOB FAIR
SATURDAY, 9/15/07, 10am-2pm
The Doubletree Hotel Crystal City is having a job fair this Saturday, September
15th from 10am to 2pm at the address
listed below. A wide variety of positions
are available, ranging from entry level
to management, food and beverage to
housekeeping, and everything in between. This is your chance to apply for
positions, learn about the many benefits
offered, and possibly interview with a
manager on-the-spot. Whether youíre
looking to further your career in hospitality, or youíre just breaking into the industry, you wonít want to miss this event!
Doubletree Hotel 300 Army Navy Drive
Arlington, VA 22202 (2 blocks from Pentagon City Metro) EOE/AA

246 - RENT METRO

HOST AND HOSTESSÍS
$$$$$$

BLT Steak is looking to hire host and
hostessís (hostess). This is your opportunity to join one of DCís hottest restaurants. Need both day and night shifts.
Part time is ok. We are located 1 block
from the metro. Great benefits include,
closed on Sundays, discount to eat, flexible schedule and more. Please forward
your resume to adam@bltsteak.com or
apply in person at 1625 Eye St. NW between 2-5pm daily. 202-689-8999

DISC JOCKEYS NEEDED: DJís Wanted
for Bars in Mid Town and Capital Hill. Music and equipment provided. We will train
qualified candidates. Must Be 21. Call
Sean 240-351-5693.

621 - INTERNSHIPS, UNPAID

455 - SPRING BREAK
INTERNS Needed! Help Make a Difference This Time Visit www. Vote-USA.org
Click on Interns

Spring Break 2008 Sell Trips, Earn Cash
and Go Free. Call for group discounts.
Best Deals Guaranteed! Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida. 800-648-4849 www.ststravel.com.

THE WINE SPECIALIST WANTS YOU!
Part -time cashiers/stock/delivery people
needed ASAP. All hours available between 10am and 9pm. Location 2115 M
ST. NW 202-833-0707

LAW OFFICE - $12/HR - Law firm located
at 14th and H streets NW seeks part time
employees to assist in office operations.
Interested candidates should e-mail their
resumes to glfudge@ober.com. Visit our
website to learn more about our firm.
OFFICE MANAGER Excellent opportunity for organized and efficient person to
manage and control all aspects of a small
office. Experience with Word and Excel
required. Experience with QuickBooks
Pro helpful. Must be organized and selfmotivated. Part-time. Hours flexible. Very
close to GWU and/or Farragut North/
West. E-mail resume; subject: “Resume
(name)” to John at: jwilley@charter-investment.com (202)835-1500.
PSSSST!... EASY MONEY!!! Our invaluable ìcollege kidsî are moving on
and to help us fill the void we are looking for part-time administrative filing &
miscellaneous help. Approximately 1015 hours a week (Tuesday, Wednesday
& or Thursday Mornings a must). Pick
your own set schedule. We are a small
downtown (walking distance from GWU)
telecommunications law firm with a Fortune 500 client list and we offer a relaxed
and open environment and flexible hours.
Contact Denise Marcelin one of three
ways: by phone at 202/857-2550; by email at DMarcelin@lb3law.com; or, fax
your resume to 202/223-0833. Start immediately.

THE GREENE TURTLE

Come Join the Turtle Team! *Bartenders *Servers *Host/Hostess. Call 202637-8889 or stop by the Greene Turtle,
Verizon Center, Washington, DC. Easy
access from the Red Line.

We accept American Express,
Discover, MasterCard, and VISA cards, as well as
cash & checks through the office.

Hatchet
Th GW

Looking for some
spending money?
The Hatchet needs staff on Monday
& Thursday mornings to help get the
paper out on campus and at other
times for help with mailings, answering the phones and office work.
Email Nick Flynn at business@gwhatchet.com to apply.
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online today at
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C
Crossword
d
1
6
11
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23

25
26

29

ACROSS
Whiz
Prefix with
structure
Kind of instinct
Minneapolis
suburb
Dimwit
1992 U2 top 10
hit
“Shake a leg!”
Busy co. on
Mother’s Day
Generally
Target of some
testing
Territory on
the Arabian
Peninsula
Alternative to
Le Bourget
Sobriquet for
Charles V, with
“the”
Suddenly
changes
course

30
31
32

33
36
38

40
41
42

44
45

46
47
48

You might get
in this at work
Start of many
Arabic names
Car driven by
Seinfeld on
“Seinfeld”
Residue
Go by
Ayres who
played
filmdom’s Dr.
Kildare
Get on
Tired-looking
Unit of
punishment at
sea
Common car
decal
Basketball
champ’s
souvenir
Go bonkers
Warthog
feature
River through
the Steppes of
Asia
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52

54
58
59
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65
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Lose
freshness
Ones standing
around
monuments?
Jeer
Mate
Sound out?
Summer in
Québec
Farm letters?
Picture
Bit of light
More roguish
Visual putdown

1

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

18
22
24
26

DOWN
Prefix with
phone
Sweet drinks
Lucio’s life
Dining
highlight
Prophet who
predicted the
destruction of
Nineveh
Like old Rome
Certain jack, in
cribbage
Ticks off
Trail
Put up
Try to win
Before
Nightwear
“Uncle Tom’s
Cabin” woman
Stir
Christmas song
since the 1950s
Uncombed, say

2

3

4

6

7

8

9

10

11

15

17

18

23

33

37

38

41

39
42

45

34

35

40
43

To Play: Complete the grid so that every row, column
and every 3X3 box contains the digits 1 to 9. There is
no guessing or math involved, just use logic to solve.
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46

49

down
those pencils!

30

32

36

Put
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like the Hatchet, but .com
m
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13

19
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20

26
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14

48

13
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Edited by Will Shortz

47

50

51

Hard
52

53

54

55

58

59

61

62

63

64

65

66

56

57

60

Puzzle by Robert Dillman

27
28
30
32
34
35

Letter-shaped
part of a grate
Songwriters’
home
Reckless
Launched
Some fraternity
men
Overcharge
and how

37
39
43
46
47
48
49
50

Super
Expects
Vacuum
Anthropologist
Dian
Kitchen coat
Bunk option
Lasso
Object of a
knight’s quest

51

Farm soils

53

Great, in slang

55

V

56

“___ Baby”
(“Hair” song)

57

Stadium part

60

Equal, in a way

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.

1
4 6 7
5 6
3
6 2
3
1
8
1
9
9
1
7
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5
6
7
4
7 1 5
9
5

ᢙ
4 9 prizesudoku
⁛

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FRE
E.

Play Super Sudoku and
win prizes at:

The Sudoku Source of
“The GW Hatchet”.

.com
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